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Abstract. We examine relations between the curvature tensor of the associated symmet-
ric connection and curvature tensors, curvature pseudotensors and derived curvature
tensors of non-symmetric aﬃne connection in Rund’s sense.
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1. Introduction and preliminaries
Eisenhart [3] gave a generalization of Riemannian spaces by using (in general)
the non-symmetric basic tensor. In the same way Shamihoke [11]–[14] gave a
generalization of Finsler spaces. He introduced two kinds of generalized Finsler
spaces. The first kind was a generalization of Finsler spaces in Rund’s [10] sense
and the second kind was a generalization of Cartan’s [1] Finsler spaces. In the
present paper, we follow Shamihoke’s definition of generalized Finsler spaces of
the first kind. We continue the results derived in several previously published
papers [2, 7, 8, 9, 15].
A generalized Finsler space GFN is a diﬀerentiable manifold equipped with a
basic tensor i j(x1, . . . , xN, x˙1, . . . , x˙N) ≡ i j(x, x˙),where
(1.1) i j(x, x˙)   ji(x, x˙), in generally, ( = det(i j)  0, x˙ = dx/dt).
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where, following [13], it is










The function F(x, x˙) is a metric function in GFN, having the properties known from
the theory of usual Finsler spaces (FN). The following conditions are valid:
1. F(x, x˙) is continuously diﬀerentiable at least four times in its 2N arguments.
2. F(x, x˙) > 0 providing all dxi are not 0.
3. F(x, x˙) is positively homogeneous of the 1st degree in x˙, i.e.




iξ j > 0 for any given x˙, and
∑
i
(ξi)2 > 0, ξi ∈ R.
The lowering and the raising of indices are defined by the tensors i j and hij,
respectively, where hij is defined as follows
i j hjk = δki , ( = det(i j)  0).









hip( jp,k −  jk,p + pk, j)  γik j,
where,  ji,k = ∂ ji/∂xk.
Then we have
γpjkip = γs. jkh
psip = γs. jkδ
s
i = γi. jk.
















F2x˙i x˙ j x˙k ,
where ”
(1.2b)
= ” signifies ”equal based on (1.2b)”.
From (1.3) we can conclude that Cijk is symmetric with respect to each pair of
indices. Also, we have
Cijk
de f
= hipCpjk = hipCjpk = hipCjkp.
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With the help of coeﬃcients Pijk, given by
Pijk = γ
i
jk − Cijpγpskx˙s  Pikj,
one obtains coeﬃcients of non-symmetric aﬃne connection in Rund’s sense [14]:
P∗ijk =γ
i
jk − hiq(CjqpPpks + CkqpPpjs − CjkpPpqs)x˙s  P∗ik j,
P∗i. jk =P
∗r
jkir = γi. jk − (CijpPpks + CikpPpjs − CjkpPpis)x˙s  P∗i.kj.
In GFN we denote the double anti-symmetric and the double symmetric part of
connection P∗ijk, respectively, by:
a) T∗ijk(x, x˙) = P
∗i
[ jk] = P
∗i
jk − P∗ik j, b) P∗i( jk) = P∗ijk + P∗ik j,
where T∗ijk is the torsion tensor.
2. Curvature tensors and pseudotensors of non-symmetric connection in
Rund’s sense
In the generalized Finsler space GFN based on the non-symmetry of connection
coeﬃcients P∗ijk there exist four kinds of covariant derivative of a tensor (see, e.g.[7]–
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By using the first and the second kind of covariant derivative, given in (2.1), we
examine ten Ricci type identities [8]
aij |
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j(mn) − P∗pmn(aij |
1








































jnm − (P∗pmnaij |
1

















p − aij<nm> + aijmn + P∗pmnaij |
1


































p − P∗pmn(aij |
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jmn, t = 1, 2, 3, are curvature tensors and the magnitudes At
∗i
jmn,
t = 1, . . . , 15, are not tensors (we will verify this fact in what follows), we call
them curvature pseudotensors of the first, the second,. . . , and the fifteenth kind,
respectively.
Using the third and the fourth kind of the covariant derivative given in (2.1),




jmn, t = 1, 2, 3, As
∗i
jmn, s = 1, . . . , 15, but in diﬀerent distribution. Only
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The curvature tensors R
t
∗i






jm − δmP∗ijn + P∗pjmP∗ipn − P∗pjnP∗ipm(2.2)


























jm − δmP∗inj + P∗pjmP∗inp − P∗pnjP∗ipm + P∗pmnP∗i[pj].(2.5)
In [15] are given some properties of the mentioned curvature tensors (the antisym-
metry with respect to two indices, the cyclic symmetry, the symmetry with respect
to pairs of indices).
The curvature pseudotensors A
t
∗i


















































































































jm − δmP∗inj + P∗pjmP∗inp − P∗pnjP∗ipm.(2.20)
The signature ( )(mn) denotes an antisymmetrization without division with respect
to m, n, of the expression in the bracket. Analogously, the signature ( )[mn] signifies
a symmetrization without division with respect to m, n.
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We should mention that Ricci type identities, curvature tensors and pseudoten-
sors, given in [7, 8] are analogous to Ricci type identities, curvature tensors and
pseudotensors in the space of non-symmetric aﬃne connection, given in [4, 6].

























































If one denotes by semicolon (;) the covariant derivative with respect to sym-
metric connection 12P
∗i
























jmn and the torsion tensor T
∗i
jk.
Following this procedure for the curvature tensors R
t
∗i


























































Based on the discussion given above, we can formulate the next theorem.
Theorem 2.1. The curvature tensors R
θ
∗i
jmn (θ = 1, . . . , 4), corresponding to the non-
symmetric connection P∗ijk, given by (2.2)–(2.5), and the curvature tensor R
∗i
jmn, correspond-








k j), given by (2.22), satisfy relations
(2.24)–(2.27), where T∗ijk is the torsion tensor of connection P
∗i
jk.
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In a similar manner, we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. The curvature pseudotensors A
t
∗i
jmn, t = 1, . . . , 15, given by equations


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































where T∗ijk is the torsion tensor of connection P
∗i
jk.
From the obtained expressions of magnitudes A
t
∗i
jmn, t = 1, . . . , 15, given in
Theorem 2.2, we see that these magnitudes are not tensors because T∗ijk is a torsion
tensor and P∗i( jk) is not a tensor. Also, we can obtain the transformation laws for
curvature pseudotensors. For example, for A
7
∗i
jmn, we see that the last addend is not
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Remark 2.1. If i j
∨
= 0 i.e. i j(x, x˙) = i j(x, x˙), then the generalized Finsler space reduces to
the usual Finsler space. In this case the curvature tensors R
1
∗i
jmn, . . . ,R4
∗i




jmn, . . . ,A15
∗i
jmn reduce to the curvature tensor R
∗i
jmn of usual Finsler space.
3. Derived curvature tensors of non-symmetric connection in Rund’s sense




jmn, t = 1, . . . , 8, in the generalized Finsler space, it is analo-
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where R
3
∗ is the third curvature tensor and A
t
∗
, t = 1, . . . , 15, are the curvature
pseudotensors of non-symmetric connection in Rund’s sense.
As an easy corollary of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 we obtain relations be-
tween derived curvature tensors R˜
t
∗i
jmn, t = 1, . . . , 8, and the curvature tensor R
∗i
jmn
of associated symmetric connection.
Corollary 3.1. Derived curvature tensors R˜
θ
∗ (θ = 1, . . . , 8), corresponding to the non-
symmetric connectionP∗, given by (3.1)–(3.8) and the curvature tensorR∗ijmn, corresponding














































































































































where T∗ijk is the torsion tensor of connection P
∗i
jk.
Remark 3.1. If T∗ijk = 0, then derived curvature tensors R˜t
∗i
jmn, t = 1, . . . , 8, reduce to the
curvature tensor R∗ijmn. This fact evidently follows from Corollary 3.1.
4. Concluding remarks
The presented results are generalizations of related results in the generalized (non-
symmetric) Riemannian spaces.
If i j(x, x˙) = i j(x)   ji(x), in general, GFN reduces to GRN (generalized Rie-
mannian space), if i j(x, x˙) = i j(x) =  ji(x) we obtain the usual Riemannian space
RN.
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